Lisbon Newsletter
Friday 27th May 2022
Stories: This week we started our new theme ‘Space’.
We read the story, ‘Whatever Next?’. The children
wrote the beginning, middle and end of the story.

Phonics: : We have continued working on phase 2,
phase 3 and phase 4 Letters and Sounds. This week
some children have been revising ‘ear’ and ‘air’ and
some children have been learning ‘tr’ and ‘dr’. We
have been trying to think of things that begin or
end with these letters and have been practising
forming these letters as well.

RE:
In RE this week children recapped their learning
this term. Children also attended a class mass
with Fr. Alex in the school hall.
After half term, we will be learning about
Creation and looking after our world.

This is how these letters should be formed, please
ensure when practising you encourage your child to
form them this way:
Maths:
This week children have explored 3D shapes.
Children have been learning to name the shapes
and describe some properties including faces.

Next week, some children will be revising ’er’ and ’or’
and some children will be learning ‘gr’ and ‘cr’.

Vocab: 3 Dimensional, cylinder, sphere, cuboid,
faces, vertices, pyramid
After half term, children will recap learning
about finding the total and how many are left.

Home learning: No home learning this week but please complete the proud cloud sheet
provided and stick into your child’s journal. Please also continue reading with your child regularly.

Important messages:


As the weather is getting warmer, we will be doing more sports outside. Please
ensure your child either wears their trainers to school every day or send in a spare
pair of trainers for them to keep in their PE bag.



In the warmer weather children spend a lot of time outside so please ensure you
apply sun screen in the morning, They can also bring a sun hat with their name in.



Now children are taking their jumpers off most days, please check your child’s name
in written clearly inside so we can return to you.

Have a lovely half term.
Aimie

Monday 6th June

School closed

Tuesday 7th June

Return to school

Thursday 9th June Whole school photo
Wednesday 6th
July

School closed for staff INSET

Friday 8th July

Reception Coffee afternoon—all
parents invited 2:30—3:30pm.

Our 5 Wonder Words this week are:

Theme: Space

5 Ways to Wellbeing
Connect
Enjoy the sunshine and the Jubilee celebrations!

